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SKYRIVER 
SkyRiver Spell Check: Overview and FAQ

  
 

Overview 
Spell Check is a feature of the SkyRiver cataloging client. It is on by default and is accessed from the 
Edit menu as Check Spelling. 
 
Options 
 
The Spell Check program can be customized for individual users by using the menu path: 
Edit | Settings | Spelling 
 
Here you may set several options. The default setting for all of these options is off. 

 
 
 

• Ignore capitalized words allows you to ignore proper names, but can also prevent the 
program from checking the first word in a sentence or a subfield, particularly in subfield |a 
of most MARC tags. 

• Ignore words in UPPERCASE allows you to skip checking of acronyms but may also prevent 
checking some title words that are deliberately written in all capitals. 

• Ignore words with numbers allows you to ignore any word containing a digit (0-9) except 
for those common number-words that are in the dictionary (2nd, 3rd, 20th, etc.) 

 
Fields to Check 
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Fields to check is a list of the MARC tags that Spell Check will automatically include. You may add to 
or remove fields from this list for spelling review. Note that some of the fields not listed can be 
checked by means of verifying headings. Examples include author and subject fields. 
 
Note also that subfields which are skipped from checking are generally those that are not likely to 
give satisfactory results. Subfields not included by default are listed below. 
 

MARC TAG AND SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION OF FIELD 

245|c Title, Statement of responsibility 

246|f Variant title, Date or sequential designation 

440|v Series statement, Volume/sequential designation (field is 
obsolete) 

505|g Formatted contents, Miscellaneous information 

505|r Formatted contents, Statement of responsibility 

505|u Formatted contents, Uniform Resource Identifier 

510|c Citation/References Note, Location within source 

513|b Type of report, Period covered 

520|u Summary, Uniform Resource Identifier 

530|u Additional physical form available, Uniform Resource 
Identifier 

533|m Reproduction note, Dates and/or sequential designation 
of issues reproduced 

533|7 Reproduction note, Fixed-length data elements of 
reproduction 

730|f Added entry, uniform title, Date of a work 

830|v Series added entry, uniform title, Volume/sequential 
designation 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Will Spell Check automatically 'just work' or does the feature need to be set up? 
 
Spell Check is automatically turned on and will work; however, it is also possible to customize the 
functionality at an individual workstation by accessing the Edit | Settings | Spelling menu. 
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The Spell Check settings screen offers the option to click on "Fields to Check." My list of default 
fields does not include MARC 1XX or MARC 6XX fields. Why is that? 
 
Fields can be added to this list; however, there are two reasons why these specific MARC tag sets 
are not included in the default set. First, proper names are unlikely to be in dictionaries and 
frequently will be flagged as misspelled. (The option to "Ignore capitalized words" helps eliminate 
proper names from Spell Check misspellings reports.) 
 
Second, name and subject fields have their own verification via the authorities files, which does 
take proper names into account and will be a de facto "spell check" on those fields. 
 
I have a record with two misspellings, neither of which is being highlighted. Why is that? 
 
24510 Desing and crime : |b and other diatribes / |c Hal Foster. 
260 London : |b Verso, |c 2003. 
300 xv, 176 p. : |b ill. ; |c 19 cm. 
4901 Radical thnkers. 
500 Originally published: 2002. 
 
If you have enabled the option to ignore capitalized words in your Spell Check settings, then 
"Desing" would not be checked, since it is capitalized. The words in the MARC 490 field would not 
be checked unless you explicitly configured the client to check MARC 490 fields (they're not 
checked by default). 
 
Can I create a shortcut for Spell Check? 
 
Yes. From the Edit | Settings | Keymap menu, choose Menu Action "Spellcheck" and assign the 
keystroke or combination that you wish to use. 
 
What fields do you recommend that I add to the "Fields to Check" setting? 
 
If you are using local fields (such as a MARC 9XX, MARC 59X, or MARC 69X) that have text strings 
that should be spell checked, add them to the "Fields to Check" setting. 
 
Spell Check identified a word as being possibly misspelled that is actually correct. What do I do? 
 
When you are offered a dialog about a possible misspelling, one of the options is to "Add" the 
original word into your custom dictionary. If you add the word, Spell Check will not flag it again as 
"Not in Dictionary". 
 
Note: The custom dictionary is linked to the workstation being used. It is NOT carried over to 
sessions initiated with the same login on other workstations. 
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Spell Check has found an error in a contributed record. Is there a way I can correct it directly in 
the SkyRiver database? 
 
You can make direct changes only if you have Direct Editing privileges. If you are not authorized for 
direct editing, you can change the record for your own Export and then use the Help | Contact 
SkyRiver menu option to send us the record number. You can simply note "misspelling" and we will 
correct it. 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
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